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IFAD participated at the ITEC’2015 defense
exhibition and conference in Prague, Czech Republic

At ITEC’2015 in Prague, the Czech Republic, IFAD exhibited a range of the company’s
well proven naval and army training solutions and products. IFAD demonstrated,
through a number of live demonstrations, unprecedented levels of interoperability.
All solutions on display, including Close Air Support, Call for Fire and Naval Tactical
trainers were integrated and co-operating with other military simulator solutions in
Denmark to demonstrate joint distributed training with users operating in the same
terrain facing the same enemy threat.

On display were IFAD’s well-known solution for Naval Tactical training and Search & Rescue (INTS). The
solution has been in operation, with continuous improvement and enhancements, at the Royal Danish
Navy’s Warfare Center for more than 20 years. IFAD has sold the INTS solution to international customers as
well.
IFAD also exhibited the newest version of IFACTS, a solution for Close Air Support and Call for Fire training.
IFAD developed IFACTS in close cooperation with Danish military experts. The Army’s Combat School and
Special Forces has been using IFACTS since 2010. At ITEC, brand new features were on display.
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In addition, IFAD presented its radio communications training solution IRAS. With more than 400 systems
in operation, at Danish military customers as well as international customers, IRAS has proven to be a flexible, reliable, and very cost-effective communications solution.

Finally, IFAD’s gateway solutions (ISIMGW) enabled the integration of all systems at IFAD’s booth, and a
Booster solution provided by Pitch enabled operation with the simulators in Denmark. To provide a total
exercise overview IFAD’s DIS/HLA Monitor was also on display.

About IFAD TS
IFAD TS is 100% Danish owned company building on more than 25 years of innovation. We are a professional
provider of simulation-based training solutions to Defense customers. Through more than 15 years of cooperation with Danish Defense IFAD is recognized as a very loyal and motivated partner. The following solutions, that
are part of our customer-focused approach to successful mission-critical training, are all in service. They include
INTS (Naval Tactical training and Search & Rescue training), IFACTS (Artillery Call for Fire and Close Air Support
training), IRAS (Radio Communication and Radio Operator training), ISIMGW (enabling simulator, sensor and C2
interoperability), Link11 and Link16 systems; and the IFAD DIS/HLA Monitor.

Further information:

Benny G. Mortensen +45 63110211 / +45 31329833
Henrik Voss +45 40111860 or info@ifad.dk
More information is also available at www.ifad.dk.
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